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About This Game

Redux: Dark Matters is an ultra hot classic shmup and definitely a must have for every shmup fan. Released successfully at
the beginning of 2014 as a brandnew Dreamcast game in limited edition - now the games comes as a beautiful super sharp

16:9/720p and 1080p full HD PC version on Steam for worldwide distribution right before the same year ends!

Redux: Dark Matters is a fast-paced space shooting game with fresh scoring elements and some review called the game a
bastard-hard shooter. However, you have to master 7 stages with different ambiance which is indeed anything but easy - not yet
spoken of the boss encounters. Always watch out since each and every thing is loaded with whatever to discover. Your ship is

armed with rapid fire, sub-weapons, rockets and more - in other words with all you need to make it through - it depends on you!

The story takes place in the year 2067, when the “Space Force” organisation was exploring the galaxy for new strong and
powerful materials to produce more powerful battle ships they discovered a space mine on a strange asteroid on the enemy
territories. The scientists now began to analyze the material and concluded they had found the one material to build the best

space ship ever.

One year later, the prototype was finished and the test results show unmatched battle power. However, the material seemed to be
unstable and the use of the assembled ship was highly risky but since the Evil threat, was close to destroy the whole universe, the

organisation was forced to let the ship fly.

NOW, go to experience the highlights of the game - pilot your space ship, blast off the mechanized servants of evil and save the
world!
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Game Features
Superb Arcade Style Game Graphics

7 Stages with Huge Boss Enemies
Tons of Weapons

Two player ships to choose from with different Weapons
Normal and Veteran Difficulty

Instant Respawn
Arcade Gameplay and Addictive Scoring System

Awesome Soundtrack Composed by Andre Neumann feat. Chris Huelsbeck!
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Although I am terrible at the game I got a lot of laughs out of trying it. There appear to be many levels to play and you can
choose from a variety of vehicles. You are required to complete levels under a fixed amount of time which is set per level. I do
wish it was possible to skip levels but in order to progress you have to master each level in turn. The options could be more
sophisticated. For example, you can turn music on or off but not adjust the volume. The menus are partially navigable with the
mouse, but are meant for the keyboard. Space was chosen instead of Enter to perform a menu action.

I've created a video of my first 20 minute impression with the game...
https:\/\/youtu.be\/5qoynK2LcYQ. What seems like a silly platformer at first, gets a surprising amount of depth later on.
There's so much content hiding behind the simple looking surface, lots of secrets, upgrades, weapon leveling, lots of silly little
references, and a fantastic soundtrack.
Give it a try!. SO CUTE!!!!! Priced right for the game content, lots of cute fun!. This game is an absolute headache to play. The
HOG pictures are blurry, grainy, or just plain aggravating, and there is no real story line or worthwhile puzzles. I bought it on
sale, so I don't feel at all bad about writing it off as a loss. I don't think it's worth finishing.. I totally recommend this software. I
have been a fan since buying Rytmik on my DSi and porting over all of the versions to my 3ds. I helped my friend make
soundtracks for his game projects while he was learning. Now you guys have come out with a substantial improvement to the
software which is very well done. Back in the day I had to wire my 3DS to my old♥♥♥♥♥Windows XP decomissioned school
computer from the early 2000's and hope to Jesus that my recordings of them would turn out good. Now I can just save them on
the computer and do what I need to do.

Please continue to support the Rytmik platform and keep bringing in customizations, and new sounds. You have a fan out of
me.. I GOT THE ARCADIA PATCHES YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. It's better than what you can see in the trailer and
screenshots. It's not just an "open a door and kill people" game, you have to loot the important and not so important things to
survive and have a chance against hordes of enemies.

The game itself runs pretty smooth, controlls are easy to grasp and the graphics are well done.. Nice and quick game, simple fun.
Felt like i was making progress the entire time there was no grinding in my experience.
It's nice to play something finished from start till the end these days.
If you got few extra hours and bit of money, I'd say go for it.
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how do i access the dlc. Great game, long and with a complex story, highly recommended.
. Amazing lil game with a great soundtrack. So satisfying to roll up everything in the world. Would not pay more than 10-15 for
this though as it is very short.. Cute timekiller. Cheap and interesting.. This game was pretty great! I've payed a few hidden
object games before, and one of the appeals is that most are free. This is worth the purchase because there is a bit more to it
than the standard hidden object. Find out for yourself when you purchase it!. Great game for the price! It's simple family fun.
Just time your dropped monster with the power gauge to make sure you make a big impact! One thing I really like about this
game is the option for an AI so you can play on your own if you can't find someone to play with you. I hate buying a game only
to find out you have to wait for someone to join your game. The graphics are super cute and it's fairly fast to learn. Even
without instructions, I was able to figure the game out after playing a few times. This game makes a nice break after doing some
chores! Perfect for friends or family! My honest opinion: Buy the game! It's only $4! Perfect for value! I didn't get a discount or
money for this review.

PROS;
Cute graphics
Fun for family and friends
Option for AI player or play with family\/friends
GOOD VALUE for money

CONS:
Needs explanation for CONTROLS and HOW TO PLAY
No Hard difficulty?

CONTROLS
S gives you the option of a special character (on bottom left-usually a whale or a yellow monster)
use your arrow keys on keyboard to move your monster (use the shadow to see where it will fall)
Press Space to drop your character
Pay attention to the power gauge on bottom right
Dropping your monster on barrel bombs helps knock other monsters out
Goal:Knock the other monsters out of the ring!
Make sure not to knock your own character out of the ring if you want points!

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
Developer needs to add controls and how to play.
I would like the option for less rounds (5 as a minimum instead of 10).
Add a hard difficulty (honestly just by adjusting the bounciness of the creatures to 10 would do the trick).
It is confusing who is who at the top of the page because the numbers change according to your points so one moment I was
player 1 then suddenly player 3 before I realized those were points not the player. I think there should be a player image up there
(you could have player 1 be a cat for example, player 2 whale, player 3 the yellow monster, player 4 a barrel bomb) or give
players the option to choose.

IDEAS
In the future, I would love to see more places added to play like a pirate ship or rainforest for example so maybe 5 options total.
And new challenges like bombs dropping and floors falling out. Or mini-games like playing tic tac toe by dropping monsters. or
paint a room by dropping monsters who splatter paint ect. It'd be cool if you could choose your character at the top of the screen
to make it easier to tell which player you are. And there could be a few more types of monsters or getting to choose what color
your monsters are. I think with just a few more features added (like 3 mini-games) this game price could easily go up in value
by a few dollars. I would say with a few improvements $7 would be good. You could have DLCs for things like 5 mini-games
for $5 or extra characters DLC for $4 if you want to keep the base game the same price but still want people willing to pay extra
for mini-games and extra features happy.

OVERALL: FOR SUCH A LOW PRICE, I WOULD BUY THIS GAME AGAIN!. Honestly, for 75c it's an absolute steal. If
you're wanting a game to play with your mates and laugh about; this is for sure one of the best options out there. I was looking at
the worst selling games on steam, thought i would give it a try and oh man, i am not dissapointed.

There are a few features you the gamer have to work out to truly enjoy that game, i wont spoil anymore than this but....
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Reloading your gun kills the fish. shhh... At first, I thought this was just another rpgmaker generic game. But, after my friend
had recommended it, I decided to give it a chance and bought it during a sale. Oh boy, this game broke me. It's one of those
games whose story can get into your soul, especially its ending. The gameplay and graphics are rpgmaker, so nothing new, but
buy it for the plot, especially if you are an adult or moving to adulthood.
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